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WHEREAS, any official position of the City of Los Angeles with respect to legislation, 
rules, regulations or policies proposed to or pending before a local, state or federal 
governmental body or agency must have first been adopted in the form of a Resolution by the 
City Council with the concurrence of the Mayor; and

WHEREAS, Latinos have played an integral part in America’s history since its 
founding. Their stories, contributions, and sacrifices deserve a place in Washington, D.C. that 
honors and showcases an important part of our shared history; and

WHEREAS, at this time a museum devoted to Latino history does not already exist 
even though from day one, Latinos have shaped this nation in countless ways - as military 
leaders, as pioneers in business and the arts, as activists and elected officials—all of them 
committed to the American dream; and

WHEREAS, currently pending in Congress is a bill, the “National Museum of the 
American Latino Act" (HR 2420 / S. 1267) which would establish a National Museum of the 
American Latino in our nation’s capital alongside the Native American Museum, the African 
American Museum, and the Smithsonian’s many other institutions; and

WHEREAS, over 20 million visitors from all over the world come to Washington D.C. 
and visit Smithsonian museums every year, yet these museums have not honored and 
acknowledged the contributions of American Latinos the way that they should; Latino 
American history is American history with contributions going back more than 500 years; and

WHEREAS, creating a National Museum of the American Latino will allow us to 
celebrate the immeasurable contributions Latinos have made to American history and share 
these accomplishments with visitors from across the U.S. and around the world - a place to 
honor activists like Dolores Huerta and Cesar Chavez, artists and performers like Lin-Manuel 
Miranda, and authors like Sandra Cisneros; and

WHEREAS, the Latino contributions have always been and always will be a positive 
force in our country and this fact should be recognized by the founding of the first Smithsonian 
Institution Museum dedicated to the history and contributions of Latinos in America; and

WHEREAS, Los Angeles has strong roots to the history of Latinos and is home to one 
of the largest Latino community populations in the nation;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, with the concurrence of the Mayor, that by 
the adoption of this Resolution, the City of Los Angeles hereby includes in its 2019-2020 
Federal Legislative Program SUPPORT for the National Museum of the American Latino 
Act (HR 2420 / S. 1267) which would establish a National Museum of the American Latino in 
our nation’s capital alongside the Native American Museum, the African American Museum, 
and the Smithsonian’s many other institutions.
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